The Josh Jasper Poster and Respect magnet image have been sent to Axis TV in both the MPSC and the fieldhouse. Confirmation has not been received if the images have been formatted correctly, but hopefully all has gone smoothly.

SPR are selling their “Real Men Respect Women” 2012 t-shirts every Wednesday in Heritage Hall of the MPSC from 11-2. The t-shirts cost $8.

- Student Senate is also collecting donations for SAAM for their “Consent is Sexy” bracelets. These are available during the same time as the SPR t-shirts.

Elizabeth Lucas brought up creating her own sign-in sheet for Josh’s presentation.

- Vickie mentioned that an overall sign-in sheet would allow us to create a list serve to be able to send updates & event information to those who are interested in sexual assault awareness and victim advocacy.

Vickie reported that Marc’s presentation on the Impact of Technology on Sexual Violence was well attended by students. Marc provided a lot of compelling information and even the students did not want to leave after the presentation. There was no visible staff at this presentation which was disappointing given the relevance of the material.

Marc is going to be in contact with Josh with some suggestions that we have for his student presentation. Marc is going to have one or more of his classes create scenarios for Josh so that the scenarios are relevant to UWP. He is going to ask Josh to cut back on the time of the presentation to only 1.5 hours. Marc is also going to suggest taking out the man box and to focus more on bystander intervention.

The same day as Josh’s presentation, Wed. April 25th, is recognized as Wisconsin Denim Day. Specifically for UWP, we are also having this day be our “Teal Out” day. Be sure to wear denim and a teal shirt.

The Commitment to Non-Violence letter was in The Exponent last week.

Be on the look out for Pride Week events this week.

Marc provided an update from Men’s Council
• Scott is looking into getting funding to have the First Year Experience classes be trained in bystander intervention

• Val Wetzel of the MPSC has covered some of the social media presence the SAAC has been talking about getting involved in. Her campaign is called “I Pledge to Respect”

• Vickie spoke about the Sexual Assault Summit that happened last week

  ○ This Summit was created in response to the campus climate survey and was set in motion by the University Women’s Council members.

  ○ The Summit talked about approaching Amy Nemitz who runs the First Year Experience classes about having bystander intervention training be required.

  ○ The Summit would like for this to be a way of linking various groups and departments on campus together to unite all of the efforts and talk about what is being done in various groups.

  ○ The Summit was possibly hoping that the CDO would eventually head this summit and that the members of the summit will meet at the minimum of once a semester.

• Darci brought up what has been discussed in SPR lately. Vickie showed a video from Arizona State about respect. Their group is called Step It Up.

  ○ There was talk in SPR about creating a competition throughout campus to create short videos about respect or bystander intervention.

  ○ SAAC could help create specific guidelines for the videos. The guidelines could be provided to faculty as projects they could assign to their classes.

  ○ We will have to be creative in approaching some of the non-humanities departments to make this relevant to them.

  ○ Marc thought that creating a Respect Symposium would be beneficial to get the campus involved and be able to show the videos that were created.

  ○ Vickie brought up possibly applying for an Assessment Fund for this competition/project.

• Elizabeth Oestreich mentioned that student representative should bring their replacements for next year to the next meeting.
• Our next & last meeting, of this school year, will be on May 7th. We will approve the previous meetings’ minutes at that time.